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Objects of Desire 
Dr. Rhiannan Johnson 
The role and indeed value of the artist’s book in the 21st Century can be discussed in terms of 
that which lies outside of the scope of more conventional and commercial book objects.  In 
particular, book objects that allude to their traditional, narrative-based counterparts by form or 
concept, yet ultimately withhold sequential resolution are well positioned to stage a reinvention 
of modes of viewing and interpretation.  This is due to persistent ties to an established and 
accepted object of communication, and the ability for artists to adapt certain book conventions 
while simultaneously undoing other by means of altered, removed or unexpected content, or 
modifications to the physical form of the book itself.  The following will outline key characteristics 
of more conventional book objects, some ways in which these can be disrupted or subverted 
through artists’ books, and how desire can become a driving force in the reinterpretation of and 
engagement with art works that utilise the book as material.1 
In a contemporary setting, books that are printed and bound by mechanical means are readily 
accessible and widely circulated.  Furthermore, in Western society, books are understood as 
logical objects–conventionally bound in codex format, read from front to back, left to right and 
top to bottom, or alternatively, categorised and indexed.  In either circumstance, the reader 
carries expectations of an outcome…an entertaining or informative resolve.  Within this overall 
expectation, there are additional conventions regarding the arrangement of text, structure of 
sentences and paragraphs and sometimes the inclusion of imagery to directly illustrate the 
ideas or information put forward in the writing.  Such conventions are an extension of 
overarching narrative tendencies in society in general, as acts of linear ordering can be 
regarded as a key way in which human experience is rendered meaningful.2  
Artists who produce book works may, as a result, seek to engage viewers through alternate and 
even unexpected means that challenge narrative conventions and thereby call for new methods 
of experience and subsequent perceived values.  This may be achieved through the reinvention 
of, or subversion from, conventional means of sensory engagement with a book object, which 
simultaneously facilitates a new experience, while potentially triggering a sense of lack.3  This 
duality arises when there is an object at hand that has enough material, structural or conceptual 
ties to accepted narrative or subject-based book objects, yet the reader’s expectations are 
ultimately withheld in place of alternate experience, curiosity and engagement.  In many 
instances, the key motivation that drives these experiences is that of desire, manifested in the 
perpetual need to assign narrative, logical or organised meaning to observed stimuli. 
Artist books are objects that are inherently linked to notions of logical or sequential narrative 
constructs.  The implied parameters of the book are both related to the form of the object itself 
and by extension, to methods of organising ideas and deriving meaning in society in general.  
Due to societal preconceptions about the book as an object of narrative, chronological or 
categorised meaning, the artist’s book becomes uniquely positioned to facilitate alternate forms 
of reader or viewer engagement by forging departures from book conventions, and in doing so, 
challenging accepted meaningful constructs. 
It is with such conventions in mind that the artist may forge a departure from accepted methods 
of deriving meaning through the book as object, and in turn call on the viewer’s interpretive 
faculties, memories, prior knowledge and imagination.  A reliance on visual means as the 
primary or sole language of the object is a technique employed in many artist’s books, and this 
alone allows for interpretive and varied readings.  There are, however, other means by which 
artist books can lead the viewer to alternate means of engagement and methods for deriving 
meaning that do not adhere to the conventions associated with the object itself.  These include 
alterations to an existing object, the implication of concealed or missing content, unexpected 
form, unusual means of physical engagement, moveable elements, contrary information and 
unconventional binding. 
In disrupting or subverting conventional narrative meaning, the artist’s book can activate a 
sense of desire.  This refers to a drive to fulfill a perceived lack, which occurs in the absence of 
the accepted notion of the book object as narrative, complete, logical and resolved.  What may 
ultimately occur, is the implication of a narrative that is nonetheless withheld, and consequently, 
a perpetual desire to come to know the object through alternate means of engagement.  Such 
processes can simultaneously challenge and occupy the viewer. 
 
   
 
Jamie Kubat, i bought myself flowers so you wouldn’t have to, 2019, pair of artist books; handmade abaca/flax paper containing collected plants 
and fragments of text; linen thread; curved binding needles, dimensions variable. Reproduced with permission of the artist. 
 
Jamie Kubat’s i bought myself flowers so you wouldn’t have to encourages the reader or viewer 
to reconsider their role in interacting with and drawing information from the book object.  This 
work is comprised of a pair of sculptural artist books.  The open-spine binding, lack of covers, 
minimal text and more than 1,200 pages in each book immediately forges departures from more 
conventional codex books.  The structure is flexible, and lends itself to a wider range of motions.  
Such ‘snake’ like books have the ability to curve to meet the human form and as such, the 
potential for alternate means of physical engagement with the work is necessitated. Another 
unconventional aspect of this work in regards to form is its resting state, or rather, varied states.  
While the books could be arranged in a continuous linear manner or set in two parallel lines, it is 
inviting to treat the work as a fluid sculpture as it curves, unfurls, and winds in and on top of 
itself. 
While sculptural, this work does adhere to methods of sectional binding, which defines an order 
of progression through the work.  The pages can be turned sequentially, and the fragments of 
text that emerge throughout the pages suggest the presence of a narrative, yet this ultimately 
eludes fixed definition.  Because the text is fragmented, and its origins are undefined, the viewer 
comes to rely on recognisable elements and phrases, and attempts to form connections 
between these based on aspects of memory and prior knowledge.  This apparent dissonance 
between the original text and the fragmented work at hand creates a form of tension whereby 
multiple readings are manifested. 
Not only is the text disjointed, but also the work itself is split into two components that initially 
appear identical, but on closer inspection are complementary but nonetheless different.  Both 
objects are similarly sized and utilise the same method of binding and finishing, but subtle 
differences in the composition are apparent.  This raises questions about the apparent division 
within the work and, coupled with a viewer’s prior understanding of the book as narrative object, 
about to whom each ‘narrative’ belongs.  Do these objects map personal experiences of the 
artist alone, subject to some divisive factor?  Is one story mirrored in the story of another?  The 
latter becomes increasingly plausible when considering that the curved binding needles are still 
attached, and that neither object has a cover.  Both of these factors can lead the viewer to 
consider the books as unfinished, potentially ongoing, or even as possible segments of a larger 
whole.  The fragmented content and suggestion that each object is itself a fragment, in the 
context of a range of recognisable book conventions, help form a basis for interpretation while 
allowing the work to remain open-ended. 
     
Hannah Burnworth, Becoming a Man, 2019, altered book with handmade concertina book inset, dimensions variable.  Reproduced with 
permission of the artist. 
 
In her work Becoming a Man, Hannah Burnworth has embedded a mixed media, concertina-
style artist’s book into an existing book object, thereby also creating an altered book.  The 
conventional codex book still remains, though in accommodating the additional concertina book, 
it simultaneously puts forward the implication of missing contents.  The original book object is 
rendered unreadable in its original intended context, yet still puts forward aspects of its former 
content.  Once again, as in Kubat’s work, the reader or viewer may rely on their prior knowledge 
and experiences to attempt to derive coherence of narrative meaning from the disjointed object.  
However, as the section of removed content is quite substantial, the viewer may become 
engaged in interpretive acts of meaning making, whereby they may attempt to bridge perceived 
gaps in a self-directed manner. 
Burnworth’s altered book can be considered both in isolation, and in the context of the 
abovementioned concertina artist’s book which folds down to fit snugly in the perceived void.  
The fragmented collages constructed through the pages of the concertina book also put forward 
the implication of missing content, and call the viewer to both question and invent relationships 
between the two book objects.  The title of the work, Becoming a Man, coupled with the playful 
inversion of conventional representation put forward in the collaged images, further suggests a 
deliberate break from the connotations of the original object.  While seemingly addressing a 
common subject, the human figures depicted are stylistically different, which indicates that they 
have been collected from various sources outside of the altered object.  This is in line with 
works of collage in general, particularly those incorporating photographic or otherwise 
representational content.  In the act of creating a collage, pieces of former sources are brought 
together to form a new means of representation, yet the reference to what might have been, or 
what is perhaps missing, remains.  In this way, the two book objects themselves become a kind 
of moveable, sculptural collage.  Although the objects ‘fit’ together in a spatial sense, it is the 
viewer’s understanding and expectations of the objects in their former states that prompts the 
desire to overcome missing content. 
The missing content, regardless of the form of the specific example, is actually the withdrawal of 
expectation per se.  Ultimately what is missing is ourselves; that is, our comprehension of the 
work.4  Apart from the numerous and varied ties to accepted material and conceptual book 
components, the term ‘artist’s book’ alone summons long-held preconceptions in the viewer.  
The notion of the traditional book remains synonymous with narrative or established meaningful 
structures, and when these are ultimately withheld, the desire to locate or construct them 
becomes a driving force in the observation and interpretation of the work.  Physical and 
conceptual connection with objects, which is based on the desire to reach a certain end, can be 
viewed as an alternate form of meaningful engagement.  Here, the viewer takes an active role in 
processing sensory information and contextualising it in term of the experience at hand, 
together with their prior knowledge and a perceived conclusion.  The desiring subject, in 
response to the presence of a lack, develops an interpretive engagement with the object.  
In artist books such as i bought myself flowers so you wouldn’t have to and Becoming a Man, 
the implication is of narrative that is somehow disrupted, concealed or removed.  This can 
sustain the interpretive engagement brought about by desire, such that it cannot be subsumed 
by knowledge brought about by conventional means of narrative construction.  In fact, it is 
imperative that such works remain outside of these conventions, so that the desire to come to 
know the works in totality is never fulfilled and thereby remains a perpetual challenge.  In doing 
so, alternate means of experience are facilitated, and a certain value can be located in open-
endedness; the engagement and play of imagination and multiple eventualities.  Here, 
meaningful experience is located not in fulfilled linear narrative, but in reflective and exploratory 
acts.  The reader or viewer becomes more than a passive recipient, but is enticed to actively 
seek resolution based on the sensory cues of the object. 
 	
1 This concept is explored at length in my doctoral dissertation Disrupted Meaning: A study of subverting logic 
through artists’ books, University of Southern Queensland, 2014. 
 
2 American psychologist Donald Polkinghorne regards narrative ordering as a kind of default mode for presenting a 
meaningful account of events, images signs or texts; one that is shared throughout human societies.  Polkinghorne, 
Donald. Narrative, Knowing and the Human Sciences, (New York: State University of New York Press, 1988). 
 
	
3 In Lacan’s teaching, ‘lack’ is always present in and related to desire.  Lacan, Jacques trans. Fink, Bruce. ECRITS: 
The First Complete Edition in English, (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2007). 
 
4 This point was first articulated in my abovementioned doctoral dissertation, 2014. 
